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Nonferrous metals, especially electrolytic copper, are strategic commodities 
indispensable to the development of the national economy, society, high technologies, 
and even the defense industry. Nevertheless, copper resources will be depleted in 
approximately thirty years. The non-renewable nature of copper accentuates the 
importance of the cyclic economy and the necessity of the growth of scrap copper 
processing enterprises.  
 An enterprise’s strategic analysis determines the direction of its business growth 
and the achievement of its business targets. This paper primarily explores how scrap 
copper processing enterprises can cope with challenges, seize opportunities, reform 
their business strategies and models, and enhance their competiveness in the new 
international and domestic market environments.  
This paper uses related basic theories of strategies as a guide. It consists of five 
chapters. Chapter I, Introduction, mainly describes the background, significance and 
methodology of the research. Chapter II utilizes SWOT for a comprehensive analysis 
of the internal and external environments and summarizes the strengths and 
weaknesses of scrap copper processing enterprises, as well as the opportunities and 
challenges that they are facing. Chapter III first analyzes the development and 
competition strategies of scrap copper processing enterprises, and then applies the 
Strategic Clock analytical method to identify a strategic business path suited to the 
growth of the enterprises. Chapter IV elaborates on the measures adopted by scrap 
copper processing enterprises to execute their business strategies, and illustrates 
customer relations management and risk management. Chapter V presents the 
conclusions.  
 The competition strategy proposed in this paper can be used to guide scrap copper 
processing enterprises to achieve their business targets and secure sustainable 
development.  
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口增值税税率是 17％， 低的进口比价应当是： 
 低的保本进口比价＝当日美元兑人民币汇率×（1＋进口增值税税率）×
（1＋其他进口费用费率） 





 而实际进口比价是由国外的铜价（通常以 LME 价格为基准）和国内的铜价（通
常以上海期货交易所当月铜价为基准）计算的。实际进口比价应当是： 
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